Osteoarthritis (OA), also known a degenerative joint disease (DJD), is the most common type of joint disease in the world. In the United States alone, more than 27 million adults have a diagnosis of OA.

Your joints are the connections in the body where your bones come together. It is because of our joints that we can move our bodies in ways that allow us to do everything from walk, to write, to turn our heads – so when joints become damaged or diseased, daily life can become painful and challenging.

The joints of the body that hold us up when we stand and carry the mass of our body are called “weight bearing joints.” The primary weight bearing joints are the ankles, knees and hips. Joints of the feet, pelvis and low back and spine (especially the low back) are also weight-bearing.

While OA can develop due to wear and tear on any joint, those that bear our weight are most susceptible because of the mechanical force placed on them. For this reason, the more you weigh, the more stress on your weight-bearing joints, the more likely you are to develop OA.

As obesity becomes more prevalent, we continue to see a rise in arthritis. The percentage of arthritis cases linked directly to obesity has risen from 3 percent in 1971 to 18 percent in 2002. A person with obesity is around 60 percent more likely to develop arthritis than someone of normal body weight.

One of the largest studies that looked at the relationship between weight and OA was the Framingham Study. In this study, more than 1,400 individuals who had their health tracked from 1948 to 1985 were given X-rays to look for OA of the knee. Thirty-three percent of these people were found to have OA.

Of those with arthritis, men in the heaviest group had a 42 percent higher rate of OA than those of lower weights. Among women, a body mass index (BMI) greater than 25 (25 is the beginning of the weight status category, “Overweight”), had a significantly higher risk of developing OA compared to women with a normal-range BMI.

Rheumatoid Arthritis

The other condition that can affect joints is Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA). RA is actually a systemic autoimmune disease that causes inflammation and can damage many systems of the body (including the heart, lungs, eyes and digestive system) but is most known for causing a painful, joint-deforming arthritis.

While the mechanism is not completely understood, being overweight or obese (having a BMI greater than or equal to 30), seems to greatly increase the development of RA. This may be because adipose cells (the cells in the body that
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store fat) make inflammatory chemicals that can both irritate tissues like joint tissue, but also affect immune system function. Whatever the cause, for those who are prone to the development of RA, having excess body weight may be a factor in whether they actually develop the disease or how severe it becomes.

**How Does Weight-loss Impact Joint Health and Function?**

While we know that weight gain has a negative impact on joint health and function, we also know the reverse to be true — in general, weight-loss can have a very positive impact on joint health.

For example, with OA, while the Framingham study showed that even being slightly overweight significantly increased the incidence of OA in women, they also found that losing 11 pounds reduced their risk of developing knee OA by half.

A 2005 study that followed around 150 overweight and obese patients with OA found that a weight-loss of 5 percent brought about an average 18 percent improvement in OA symptoms, including reduced pain and improved joint function. With RA, maintaining a lower weight is linked to better outcomes and recovery. A study that looked at the response of RA patients to a common treatment, infliximab (Remicade™), found that compared to those of normal weight, only about half of the overweight and obese patients went into a state of remission.

Overall, body weight is significantly connected to the health of your joints. One benefit of maintaining lower weight is clearly a reduced risk for all forms of joint disease. If you are overweight and suffer from arthritis, even small amounts of weight-loss may significantly improve the health and function of your joints.
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The OAC is the ONLY non profit organization whose sole focus is helping those affected by obesity. The OAC is a great place to turn if you are looking for a way to get involved and give back to the cause of obesity.

There are a variety of ways that you can make a difference, but the first step is to become an OAC Member. The great thing about OAC Membership is that you can be as involved as you would like. Simply being a member contributes to the cause of obesity.

Why YOU Should Become an OAC Member
Quite simply, because the voice of those affected needs to be built! The OAC not only provides valuable public education on obesity, but we also conduct a variety of advocacy efforts. With advocacy, our voice must be strong. And, membership is what gives the OAC its strong voice.

JOIN NOW Complete the below application now! For more information, visit the OAC Web site at www.obesityaction.org.

Membership Application

Yes! I would like to join the OAC’s efforts. I would like to join as a/an:

- [ ] Individual Member: $20/year
- [ ] Professional Member: $50/year
- [ ] Physician Member: $150/year
- [ ] Institutional Member: $500/year
- [ ] Chairman’s Council: $1,000 and up/year

Name: ____________________________
Company: ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
City: ____________ State: _______ Zip: ____________
Phone: ____________ Email: __________________

Payment Information
Enclosed is my check (payable to the OAC) for $ ____________.
Please charge my credit card for my membership fee:
- [ ] Discover®  [ ] MasterCard®  [ ] Visa®  [ ] Amex®

Credit Card Number: _________________________
Expiration Date: ____________ Billing Zip Code: ____________

Mail to: OAC
4511 North Himes Ave., Ste. 250
Tampa, FL 33614

Or Fax to: (813) 873-7838